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Our experience covers all types of window dressing. Curtains can be lined, interlined, blackout. We
make curtains in all styles, traditional pencil, pinch pleats or modern eyelets and tabs. Machine or
hand stitched finishes, invisibly stitched hems and weighted mitred corners for the perfect finish.
Call us today to discuss your choices.  
 

Curtains  
Voil  
3 Pleat Curtain  
Ring Curtain  
Loop Curtains 

GH₵ 18.00 / metre 
GH₵ 16.00 / metre 
GH₵ 20.00 / metre 
GH₵ 15.00 / running metre 
GH₵ 18.00 / running metre

Main Curtain 
 
 
Metal Rings

Fabric samples are available on request and curtains are fully customiseable and measured to fit to
any specification or size.





Roman Blinds  
Zebra Blinds  
Roller Blinds  
Theatre Blackout
Blinds  
Vernetian Blinds  
Vertical Blinds  
Wooden Blinds  
Bamboo Blinds 

GH₵ 250 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 140 - 260 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 120 - 200 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 180 / sq. metre  
GH₵ 120 - 160 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 120 - 200 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 230 - 250 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 120 - 200 / sq. metre

 
Depending on the fabric 
Depending on the fabric 
 
 
 
 



Your blinds can do so much more than just look amazing. Window blinds help you control light, as well
as give you privacy . 
 
No matter what style of blinds you choose; — wooden blinds, venetian or roman blinds — You'll enjoy
the benefits of you blinds for years to come. Of course, light control is key, you can even block all
sunlight if you need to with blackout blinds. Get privacy where you need it with bathroom blinds. Put up
some kitchen blinds so you can get focused on your meal. Every window deserves a light filter. 
 
If you have unique window shapes to cover, get your own look by deciding on custom blinds. Our
tailors can cut your fabric blinds to the right size.

Roman Blinds : Soft folds of fabric which fold into a decorative pelmet when pulled up. 

Zebra Blinds : Roller shades that allow you to transition between sheer and privacy. 

Roller Blinds : Fabric wraps neatly around a tube at the top of the window. 

Theatre Blackout Blinds : Opaque fabric housed inside a cassette designed to ‘cut out the light’.  

Vernetian Blinds : Metal horizontal slats which tilt to control light and privacy. 

Vertical Blinds : Vertical lengths of fabric, tilted for light and privacy control. 

Wooden Blinds : Wooden horizontal slats which tilt to control light and privacy. 

Bamboo Blinds : Bamboo horizontal slats which tilt to control light and privacy.



Parquet prices are inclusive with all accessories. These tiles are generally bonded to a mesh
backing of paper, cloth, or plastic, and stitched with a thin metal or plastic skeleton.  
 

Wood Parquet  
Laminate Parquet  
Decking Parquet 

GH₵ 165.00 / sq. metre  
GH₵ 75.00 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 200.00 / sq. metre 

Carpet samples are available on request and are fully customiseable and measured to fit to any
specification or size.

Carpet floors can be custom fitted into any space as well as single
caprpets in various sizes.

Carpet Laying GH₵ 75.00 - 150.00 / sq. mtre 



A good paint job beautifies and adds character and personality to your home.  It’s therefore important to
plan which colors, shades, and paint styles you want to decorate your home with. Paint also serves as
one of your home’s primary lines of defense against weather, insects and other damage, so it’s an
important aspect of home maintenance to keep up on as well.

Design Paint 
Plain Wall Paint 
Oil Wall Paint  
Wall Art Work

GH₵ 25.00 - 65.00 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 15.00 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 15.00 / sq. metre 
20% of Total Cost of material 

Accent / textured walls 
One colour 
 
Depends on project type 

Once you’ve decided on a house painting project, you’ll need to choose your color. There’s no set rule here
to guide you. The wide variety of colors to choose from, and the combinations that are available when it
comes to trim, doors, and other extras, make this choice mostly a personal one.



If simple plain painted
walls don't fit into your
sense of style and your
vision for your indoor
space, there are a number
of ways to add texture and
nuance to enliven your
rooms. Whether it's using
custom artwork, textured
paint, wallpapers, joint
compound or a faux finish,
the end result of textured
walls is well worth the
effort. Mixing and
Matching adds a unique
feel to every room or
space





Wallpaper Installation 

Photo Murals 

GH₵ 150.00 - 300.00 / sq. metre 

GH₵ 150.00 - 250.00 / sq. mete 

Depends on wallpaper

Plastic 

.Transform any space in your home or
office with art and photo wallpaper.  
A patterned wall mural for the hallway,
textured wallpaper for the living room or a
colourful motif for a child’s room – with our
wall murals you can change the mood of
every room. 



Lock Fixing 

Architrates 

Frame + Door Fix + Locks

Skirtings 

GH₵ 75.00 - 120.00 / lock 

GH₵ 200.00 / door 

GH₵ 250.00 / door 

GH₵ 12.00 - 16.00 / metre 



A quick and cheaper method of creating wall & ceiling surfaces with none of the worries of wall
suction, damp or other surface issues that can cause problems. The use of Plaster-boards
allows layouts to be easier to design and change by removing or repositioning the partitions. 
 

Laying 
Partitions 
Corner Mould Green
Board Fixing Grid
Fixing

GH₵ 25.00 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 50.00 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 9.00 - 10.00 / sq. metre
GH₵ 35.00 / sq. metrre 
GH₵ 15.00 / sq. metre 

There are various types of plasterboards and choosing the right type is essential to achieving the best 
design and finish. Speak to us about the best choice for you.



Laying tiles  
Copping

GH₵ 20.00 / sq. metre 
GH₵ 10.00 - 12.00 / metre

Very popular flooring choice which outlast any other flooring material. Floor tiles will almost always
increase the value of your home and keep it looking its best long after being laid. Tiles are
manufactured from different materials such as clay, stone, metal, terrazzo, and quartz. Each type of
tile has its own characteristics, and these characteristics should be matched to the size, style, use
and budget of the space in which you wish to tile.



We provide high quality service for all your plumbing needs, from basic repairs of virtually any water
fixture in your home, new water and gas lines and leak repairs, to a wide variety of upgrades like
jacuzzi style bathtubs, low-flow toilets, and kitchen and bathroom remodels.  

All Plumbing Priced after consultation / by contract

Cleaning

Our cleaning service is normally tied to any service we provide to you. We offer a comprehensive
range of cleaning solutions for your every need, including; 
Domestic Cleaning, commercial Cleaning, End of Tenancy Cleaning, After Builders Cleaning, Office
Cleaning, Upholstery and Curtain Cleaning, Rug & Carpet Cleaning.  

Priced after consultation / by contract



Fixing + installation GH₵ 1,200.00 - 2,500.00

Price ranges for Fully fitted kitchens according to your budget and kitchen size. 



CONTRACT 

&

PROJECT JOBS



The simple fact is that having a house or office that looks nicer is going to make you like it better and that
makes Interior design important. Interior design increases the value of a house/project. Most home
buyers draw conclusions of buying the house and if the price is worth judging by the appearance.  
Our experience with iterior design allows us to work with any space using your budget, to work with
fabrics, colours, furniture placements, lights, and unique pieces to make everything fit in a beautiful
functional way. 

Unique pieces 
Entire spaces

Price per piece 
12% - 20% of Total Cost 

 
Using all services provided

Its important to have an entire space taken care of by a specialist in order to transfer their exact
aesthetics with a presentation comfortable and pleasant for all. However we also offer our unique pieces
for sale if you prefer to work with them yourself. Our unique pieces are carefully picked, edited or built
from scratch to give you that exclusivity feel to your pieces. 
 













Landscape & Gardening 

Exterior design 

20% of Total Cost 

20% of total cost

The exterior often reflects the overall style of the house and the family that lives there, so it sets the
pace for the rest of your space. In the end, whether you have stone, wood, brick, steel, or grass, make
sure your materials, paint colors and overall design represent what you like.







INHOME offers consultation and a quality service for construction sites. Whether you need home or office
Improvements, extentions, or building restoration, we do it all. We believe in a personalised approach to
renovations and refurbishments where we listen and work closely with you to provide our services to suit
your requirements and budget.  
 
We either charge a mothly consultation fee to supervise and stay on-top of the job or take full
responsibility to finish your building to the highest standards.

Consultation Fee 
Projects

$400.00 - $1000.00 / month 
15% of total cost of project 
 

depending on site size 
all services provided
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Discounts from many
retail stores 
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Almost every real estate investor desires a satisfactory income from their
properties without the inconvenience of having to manage and attend to it. 
 
After over 20 years of experience in the property market handling interior
design, renovations and refurbishments, INHOME is now offering our
expertise and personalized techniques of managing to manage your
property. Our management concept is founded on professionalism, integrity,
affordability, and quality personal service that guarantees the maximum
return from your investment, while maintaining your property at the highest
standards to attract the best tenants possible. 
 
We are a full-service property management company, providing rental
property supervision and management, from rent collection, tenant
relations, evictions and bill payments to disaster protection and property
maintenance, etc. while eliminating your headaches that come from being a
landlord. 
 
INHOME guarantees only the highest level of services to maintain your
property, with an open and transparent communication with you to help
you maximize your value, shorten vacancy cycles, and grow your property
property portfolio. 
 
Sincerely, 
THE INHOME TEAM 
 



Minimize vacancy periods 

Thoroughly screen all tenancy applications 

Minimize rental arrears and pursue actively the tenant if in breach of the

residential tenancy agreement 

Obtain the best market rent and best tenants for your property by

professionally marketing your property to prospective tenants 

Immediately attend to maintenance requirements 

Conduct regular routine inspections 

Be pro active at all times 

Be available at all times and effectively communicate with landlords and

tenants 



An inspection of the property to determine the market rental / sales value and

if required provide advice to maximise your returns 

Place a For rent / sale signboard at the property and advertise it  

Receive tenancy applications, check all references including previous property

and work history and discuss potential candidates with the landlord until a

suitable tenant is approved 

Prepare all relevant documentation, ensure documentation is signed and initial

moneys are paid by the tenant and tenancy is secure and compliant with all

legislative requirements. 

Ensure tenants are aware of their rights and responsibilities with regard to renting

or buying 

Arrange payments to landlords as agreed 

Maintain accurate, accessible records and provide end of month rental

statement 

Conduct routine-inspections inviting landlords to attend 

Conduct external andinternal inspections of the property 

Process maintenance requests from tenants, arrange quotations and repairs in

accordance with the landlord’s instruction 

Monitor tenants progress and conduct rent reviews and rent renewals  

Prepare necessary eviction documentation in the event of non-compliance by

the tenants for any breach of the residential tenancy agreement after discussion

and approval by the landlord 



Collecting and paying rent on time 
Control rent arrears and issue termination notices on time 
Conduct routine inspections 
Conduct external Inspections 
Organize and supervise maintenance when applicable 
Handle all relevant correspondence to and from landlord and tenants 
Pay outgoings, insurance, water, council and strata rates and other fees 
Account to landlords regularly 
Detailed rental statements 
End of tenancy inspection 
Prepare property to be re-let or sold if desired
Comply with all relevant legislation to ensure your investments compliance 

Professional  Photography
Property advertising 
Rental list advertising 
Window display advertising 
Conduct open for viewings until leased 
Conduct inspections by appointment               
Process and recommend tenancy applications and conduct reference checks 
Lease preparations and execution of all legal documents 
Utility Connections and disconnections 
Renew lease for a further fixed period 

We would be delighted to discuss your options and your specific property
management requirements.



Our agency fee which the tenants pay is one months rent + VAT.  

For you the landlord,  

INHOME take 10% of the monthly rent for the management contracts with no extra

fees and we guarantee the best services for your property and managing the

tenants. 

For Sales deals, 

INHOME collects 5% of the sales value after finding a buyer, moving through the

process with you and completing all necessary paperwork for the sale.  

Whats more?

We provide you with professional advise about new / available properties to

help you extend your property portfolio.



+233 244 263038

inhome@inhomegh.com

@InHomeGhana

Dadeban Road, Accra, Ghana

www.inhomegh.com 

(currently inactive & under construction)


